Rk(G) -Rk(//) [7] . In this paper we prove: H (Spin(zz)) has a simple system of generators w , . . . , w , u, where dim w. = i, w. U w. = w _ . if 2i < n -1, We organize some facts in the following: . . if a is even, nor divisible bv four and a +* Spin(g + 1). If q is odd and q + 1 is a power of two, Sq w = w +2. We also have Since the generators i (w _ .) and i (w +.) are two dimensions apart, the factor cannot be an Sp. So it must be an SU factor and must in fact be at least SU((ij+ 2)/2). By Lemma 2.1, H has a Spin factor which projects into Spin(zî). Since i is an isomorphism through dim q -1, this Spin factor must be at least a S-pin(q). So the image of H under the projection into Spin (n) contains a subgroup locally isomorphic to Spin(z7) x SU((<7 + 2)/2). Now let q = kt where k is odd and t is a power of two.
Since Cq = Cq 4 0 mod 2, we have Sq'w = w , , if q + t is not a power of t q-t ^+t ' í two and Sq9""^ = w if q + t is a power of two. So as before w or w must be zero respectively. This gives the restriction n < max{q + t, 2q -t\ < 2q -A. But Rk (Spin (q) x SU f -~ ))=^ + !><?-2>Rk (Spin in)).
Faced with this contradiction, we conclude that z*(izz ) = 0. But now if we examine the spectral sequence for H -> G ->M, we see that there must be a nonzero element z £ Hq X(M) such that j*p*(z) = w modulo some divisible elements. But Sq (w ,,) = w .,, hence zz; ., must be zero and n = q + 1 or q + 2. In summary, we have established that if / p iv) is nonzero in a Spin factor with q not a power of two, the factor is Spin(<7 + ¿), z = 1, 2, 3, 4. Also, since i is an isomorphism through dim q -1, any
Spin factor of H must be at least a Spin(z7 or Spin((7 + 2). 
Let q y q. be the first positive, nontrivial dimension of H (G JHA. As before, ¿ is surjective through dimension q + 10 (and so the procedure may be used again on GVE ) and Rk(G?) -Rk(/7 ) > 3 for otherwise M splits as a product.
We continue until we get the bundle If M is a homotopy product of spheres, V ,, W -, and X ., r/ ^ r 1 n,n-2 n,n-2 n,n -2 cannot be a factor of M by Lemma 2. 
